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Risk and Opportunity Management Framework

1. Corporate Governance 2. Internal Control

(Board oversight) (sound system of internal control)

3. Implementation
( i f l )

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

(appointment of external support)

4. Risk Management Processes
(incremental phases of an iterative process)

Analysis
Risk 

Identification
Risk 

Assessment
Risk 

Evaluation
Risk      

Planning
Risk 

Management

5. Sources of Risk
(internal to a business and emanating from the environment)

Internal Processes Business Operating Environment
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Stages in the Enterprise Risk Management process
 

Input
Process

Control

Output

A1
A2

A3
A4

Analysis Risk 
Identification Risk 

Assessment Risk 
Evaluation Risk 

Planning Risk

Mechanism

A4
A5

A6

Planning Risk 
Management

ERM Process - Stage 1: Analysis

 INPUTS CONSTRAINTS
1 Appointment 1 Business risk management culture
2 Business objectives and plan 2 Risk management resources
3 Process map and organogram 3 Risk management study parameters
4 Value chain 4 Risk management plan
5 Audit committee5 Audit committee
6 Internal controls
7 Risk management plan
8 Financial reports
9 Marketing plan

10 Ratio analysis

MECHANISMS A1 OUTPUTS
1 Finance analysis tools 1 Business analysis findings

Analysis

2 Risk management process diagnostic
3 SWOT questions
4 PEST questions
5 PESTEL analysis
6 Risk mapping
7 Causal modelling
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ERM Process – Stage 2: Risk Identification

 CONSTRAINTS
1 Business risk management culture
2 Risk management resources
3 Risk management study
4 Risk management plan

INPUTSINPUTS
1 Business analysis
2 Assumptions
3 Uncertain events
4 Lessons learned
5 Issues

MECHANISMS A2 OUTPUTS
1 Risk checklist 1 Risk register

Risk Identification

g

2 Risk prompt list
3 PEST prompt
4 PESTEL prompt
5 SWOT prompt
6 Risk database
7 Process map
8 Business risk breakdown structure
9 Risk questionnaire

ERM Process – Stage 3: Risk Assessment

 CONSTRAINTS
1 Risk management resources
2 Risk management study parameters
3 Risk management plan

INPUTSINPUTS
1 Risk identification
2 Risk register
3 Profit and loss account
4 Balance sheet
5 Industry betas

MECHANISMS A3 OUTPUTS
1 Probablility distributions 1

Risk Assessment

Risk register,                    y

2 Probabliity impact matrix
g ,

including assessments
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ERM Process – Stage 4: Risk Evaluation
CONSTRAINTS

1 Risk management resources
2 Risk management study parameters
3 Risk management plan

INPUTSINPUTS
1 Risk register

MECHANISMS A4 OUTPUTS
1 Probability Trees 1 Risk register

Risk Evaluation

2 Expected Monetary Value 2 Modelling results
3 Utility Theory 3 Decision trees
4 Markov Chain 4 Quantitative results
5 Investment appraisal 5 Scenario modelling

6 Sensitivity analysis

ERM Process – Stage 5: Risk Planning

CONSTRAINTS
1 Risk management resources
2 Risk management study parameters
3 Risk management plan

INPUTSINPUTS
1 Risk register
2 Existing risk policies
3 Business risk appetite
4 Industry betas

MECHANISMS A5 OUTPUTS
1 Risk response flow chart 1 Risk responses

Risk Planning

2 Response strategy 2 Updated risk register
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ERM Process – Stage 6: Risk Management
CONSTRAINTS

1 Business risk management culture
2 Risk management resources
3 Risk management study parameters
4 Risk management plan

INPUTS
1 Risk database
2 Risk register
3 Risk responses

MECHANISMS A6 OUTPUTS
1 Meeting agendas 1 Meeting agenda

2 P f 2 R t f t

Risk Management

2 Proformas 2 Report format
3 Early warning indicators
4 Key performance indicators

External and Internal Sources of Risk

Operational 
Risk

Technological 
Risk

Financial 
Risk

Internal 
Sources of Risk

Economic 
Risk

Environment
Risk

Social
Risk

External 
S f iSources of Risk

Market
Risk

Legal
Risk

Political
Risk
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Case Studies

Case Enterprise Author

1 American International Group Rudolf Puchy, George Orros
2 Arthur Andersen LLP George Orros
3 Baring Brothers George Orros
4 CitiGroup Neil Cantle
5 Equitable Life Rudolf Puchy
6 Ericsson and Nokia George Orros
7 Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac Haijing Wang
8 Fortis Neil Cantle
9 Long Term Capital Management George Orros
10 National Australia Bank Neil Cantle10 National Australia Bank Neil Cantle
11 Northern Rock Haijing Wang
12 Royal Bank of Scotland Rudolf Puchy
13 Societé Generale George Orros
14 Union Carbide George Orros

CS 1 AIG (American International Group) Timeline
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2009 
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1. A controlled corporate culture could have prevented employees going too far.  The culture at
AIG was heavily focused on succeeding at any cost.  Adjusting accounting figures and dealing
illegally with insurance companies could have been avoided if the company employed an

CS 1 AIG - Lessons Learned

g y p p y p y
effective corporate ethics policy. 

2. A single business unit can bring down a whole organisation.  A chain is only as strong as its
weakest link.   

3. Always consider all risks regardless of how unlikely they are to occur. 

4. Effective management controls could have prevented the disaster. 

5. Effective risk monitoring could have identified over exposure to certain risks. 

6. With the benefit of hindsight, the organization had lost sight of its core business model, which
h f i fi d i b kwas that of an insurance firm and not an investment bank.

14 June 2010

CS 2 Arthur Andersen LLP  - Summary Timeline 

  

Arthur 
Andersen 
splits and 
rebrands as 

d

David Duncan 
appointed  
Lead Auditor 
of  Enron 

Andersen 
officials are 
warned by an 
Enron VP of her 

US Justice 
Department’s 
criminal 
investigation. 
Andersen's

 Andersen’s legal 
department, 
sends de‐facto 
request to 
commence 
shredding at 
Houston office. 

Enron 
files for 
Chapter 
11 
Bankrupt
cy 

SEC 
subpoenas 
Andersen for 
Enron 
documents on 
8 Nov.  On 9 
Nov David 
Duncan emails 
staff to stop 
shredding 

Andersen  
convicted 
of 
obstruction 
of justice 
for 
shredding 
documents 
related to 
its audit of

Cnviction 
disqualified 
Andersen from 
audit and 
accountancy 
operations. 
Andersen 
surrendered its 
CPA licenses and 
its right to

Andersen.    
Enron using 
partnerships 
to make 
investments 
and then 
shifted the 
debt off its 
books to 
partnerships 

Account.  serious concerns 
about the off‐
the‐books deals 
at Enron and that 
it will implode in 
a wave of 
accounting 
scandals".  

Andersen s 
partners fire 
David Duncan 
and admit that 
potentially 
incriminating 
documents 
were 
shredded. 

 
Oct Nov Dec 

20011997 2002

Jun 

documents.

Aug Jan 

its audit of 
Enron. 

its right to 
practice before 
h

14 June 2010
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CS 2 Arthur Andersen - Lessons Learned

1. An organisation is only as strong as its weakest link. 

2. Reputational damage travels swiftly and is difficult to salvage. 

3. Strategic thinking on business model could have prevented the disaster. 

4. Corporate ethics policy based on best practice could have prevented the disaster. 

5. With the benefit of hindsight, it appears that the organisation had lost sight of its core business
model, which was that of an independent auditing firm.

6. The swift demise of the firm illustrates the need to consider risks throughout the enterprise.
Subsequent investigation of its practices as an auditor identified that the Enron experience was
not a unique set of circumstances but indicative of systemic weaknesses. 

7. The quiet dilution of standards and the rise of auditor-salesmen at Andersen were central to the
scandals that cost investors US$ billions, eliminated thousands of jobs and threatened the
retirement security of millions. As the firm spiralled down, its leaders contended that conflicts
between its auditing and consulting missions had no impact on the quality of its work. 

8. The large fees that the firm collected from its auditing and consultancy activities resulted in
professional conflicts of interest.  Its endeavours at one of its offices to protect its consultancy
fees had compromised its auditing standardsfees had compromised its auditing standards.

9. The organisation’s response to the catastrophic event arguably increased the severity of the
impact on the firm.  The public outrage and resulting damage to its reputation was particularly
acute as so many innocent stakeholders, such as employees and small investors, were
irretrievably harmed and the firm imploded. 

10. Effective management controls could have prevented the disaster. 

14 June 2010

CS 3 Barings’ Bank  Summary Timeline 

  
Roported 
futures 
positions of 
$27,000 mn 

Low‐margin  / 
high‐volume 
arbitrage 
exploited  price 
ff f

Leeson utilized 
Account 
88888 ‐  set up 
to cover a 

Leeson  
floor 
manager 
for  SIMEX 
trading  + 

Internal audit
report concluded 
responsibility for 
front and back 
ff "

Leeson’s  profits 
relied  on  Nikkei 
225  trading  at 
options'  strike  at 

Leeson 
reported 
£10 mn 
profit for 1 

Potential losses 
on puts were 
unlimited, but 
profits on calls 
could not exceed 

versus 
reported 
capital of 
US$615 mn. 

 

differences for 
Nikkei 225 
futures contracts  
& SIMEX ‐ buying 
futures and 
simultaneously 
selling them on 
at higher price.   

mistake made 
by an 
inexperienced 
team member, 
handled to a 
loss of 
£20,000 –  to 
conceal losses 

g
head of 
settlements
, short‐
circuiting 
accounting 
and internal 
controls & 
audit ing. 

offices was "an 
excessive risk 
concentration 
and  warned of a 
significant risk  
controls could be 
overridden.  No 
action was taken. 

expiry  date.
Profits  based  on 
Nikkei 225 traded 
in  the  range  of 
19,000 ‐ 20,000.    

week Jan
1995.    On 
17 Jan Kobe 
earthquake. 
Nikkei index 
lost 7%  

premium earned.  
Increased 
funding to 
defend  positions 
and influence 
market → 
triggered audit 
which revealed 
losses > £800m.

          
Feb 

Dec 1994 
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Nov 1993 1989 1995  
  17 Jan 

 
27 Feb 
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CS 3 Barings Bank - Lessons Learned

1. An organisation is only as strong as its weakest link. 

2. Reputational damage travels swiftly and is difficult to salvage. 

3. Separation of trading from back office functions could have prevented the disaster. 

4. Great success stories in the financial services industry should always be independently checked
and monitored tigtly, in order to verify that the reported profits are for real and that the reported
profits continue to be for realprofits continue to be for real.    

5. The collapse led banking regulators around the world to establish “segregation of duties” and
“independent risk management” as core principles in risk management.  Companies established
risk management and back-office operations that were independent of the profit centres.  

6. A prerequisite of effective risk management is that there should be a system of checks and
balances to prevent any individual, or group of individuals, from gaining excessive power to
take risks on behalf of an organisation. 

7. Corporate governance and ERM have a similar focuses on strategic direction, corporate
integration and motivation from the top management. Not only was poor risk management to
blame for the incident, but so too was ineffective corporate governance.  Companies with poor
corporate governance practices often have poor risk management skills, and vice versa. 

8. Operational risks are often interrelated with credit and market risks.  Therefore, an operational
risk failure during stressed market conditions can potentially be very costly.  In this case, the
confluence of events included ineffective corporate governance and management oversight. 

9. Basel Committee 1998 limits on concentration risks could have prevented the disaster. 

10. Effective management controls could have prevented the disaster. 

14 June 2010

Travellers and 
Citicorp 
merge

Repeal of Glass‐Steagall Act

Rubin joins Citigroup as an 
adviser

Support to Enron

Use of CDOs triples since 2003

Known operational weaknesses

Regulatory fines for sales practices

CS 4 CitiGroup Timeline

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2005 2007

Prince issues mandate to increase 
revenues from trading activity, esp 
CDOs

Enron collapses

Regulatory fines

Prince is informed about $43bn Citi 
exposure to mortgage‐related assets

Risk team commence investigation Write downs of

Investors warned of potential write off up to 
$1.3bn (actually write off $95m)

2007 Jun Sep Oct Nov

Sub‐prime hits Bear Stearns. No 
concerns raised in Citi

g Write downs of 
$8‐11bn taken

14 June 2010
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CS 4 CitiGroup - Lessons Learned
1. Incentives encouraged short-term profit maximisation 

2. Personal relationships within the organisation were able to limit the extent of risk management
activity carried out i.e. personal loyalties outweighed the application of governance 

3. Hard to determine the risk contained with complex product structures (e.g. CDOs) 

4. Profits arising from risky transactions were taken to be more certain than they were and so
expansion into the risk areas continued. 

5. CEO without detailed background in areas driving bank’s growth and relied on small number of
trusted experts in the firm 

6. Growth through acquisition left the structure with holes in governance and oversight and a mix
of cultures between old businesses which led to fighting between business units 

7. Banking regulation loosened to permit banks to move outside traditional areas into more exotic
financial products. 

8. Not possible to understand the actual risks being taken unless you were involved in the trading
activity.  

9. Lack of clear oversight with risk managers reporting to operational heads as well as oversight
heads 

10. Believed that the risk rating put onto complex products by rating agencies was correct and that
the chance of default was unimaginably small. 

11. Belief that the new complex products were safe led to excessive concentration and hence
exposure to what turned out to be a highly risky asset 

12. Accounting techniques used to move risky assets off balance sheet, which gave the impression
of having more capital available to fuel additional growth. It is clear that this growth was based
on very weak foundations as the real value of the risk had clearly been misunderstood and the
capital should never have been released. 

14 June 2010

CS 5   Equitable Life

Sells 
GARs

Attempts to 
cut bonusesGARs move 

1950 1990

into the 
money

2000 2002 to 2007

Legal battles ensue 
between Policy holders, 
Auditors and directors

Must 
honour 
bonuses

2001

14 June 2010
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CS 5 Equitable Life - Lessons Learned

1. Corporate ethics policy based on best practice could have prevented the disaster. 

2. Reputational damage travels swiftly and is difficult to salvage. 

3. Effective board management and an efficient governance system could have prevented the
conflict of interest. The CEO and the Appointed Actuary should not be the same person. 

4. Understanding the risks that the company is exposed to is critical in controlling the risks.
Equitable did not consider hedging the cost the Guaranteed Annuity Rates. 

5. Whistle blowing would have assisted, however given the role of the Appointed Actuary and the
CEO were occupied by the same person.  The regulators should have assessed the situation and
stepped into resolve the conflict of interest and hopefully will do in the future.  

14 June 2010

CS 6 Ericsson and Nokia       Summary Timeline 

  

Lightening struck 
a high‐voltage 
electricity line 
New Mexico → 
fire at Philips 
plant in

 Philips chip area 
was 
contaminated 
due to fire.  
Nokia’s internal 

f

Philips identified clean 
up require > 1 week 
and disrupt supplies to 
its major customers.  
Customers contacted 
and advised of  1 week 

Ericsson 
executive in 
charge of 
the mobile 
phone 
division

Philips report 
that production 
of chips cannot 
be resumed  as 
yet (production 
was not restored 
for 6 weeks)

2nd Nokia team 
redesigned 
chips to allow 
other Philips 
plants  and  
suppliers to 
manufacture

Ericsson 
reported 
operating loss 
of $200 mn in 
mobile phone 
division, 
directly

Ericsson 
outsourced 
mobile 
manufacture 
to Flextronics.  
Decision to 

2000 – 

plant in 
Albuquerque, 
which produced 
silicon chips for 
mobile telephone 
customers, inc. 
Ericsson & Nokia 

processes for 
production 
inputs flagged 
the supply 
disruption and 
advised the 
component 
purchasing 
manager 

disruption to supplies.
‐ Nokia  production 
staff escalate supply 
concerns to Philips 
management 
‐ Ericsson wait 

division 
became 
involved in 
April.  

for 6 weeks)
‐  Nokia's CEO 
and senior 
manager agree 
with Philips to 
source 
production of 
components 
from other 

manufacture 
chips.  A third 
team focused 
upon finding 
suppliers to 
supplement 
Philips 
production 
capacity. 

directly 
attributed to 
New Mexico 
fire.   

create a new 
entity in April 
2001 was 
conceived July 
2000. 
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CS 6 Ericsson & Nokia - Lessons Learned

1. An organisation is only as strong as its weakest link. 

2. The corporate culture issues contributed to the organisations lack of focus on the disruption of
supplies issues over which it thought (at the local management level) that it had no control and
made it vulnerable to any disruptionmade it vulnerable to any disruption. 

3. The local management team was slow to report the ‘disruption of supply’ and logistics problem
to senior management at headquarters, assuming that the disruption of supplies would not last
long and so there was no need to escalate the disruption of supplies issue. 

4. Risk management needs to be applied across the firm’s value chain and to include all
interconnected value chains e.g. suppliers.   

5. Firm must take the broadest view of its own value chain and how and who it interfaces with. 

6 Ericsson also did not appreciate the sheer scale enormity and long-term consequences from a6. Ericsson also did not appreciate the sheer scale, enormity and long term consequences from a
single failure in its value chain activities. 

7. Effective management controls could have prevented the disaster. 

14 June 2010

CS 7 Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac Timeline
Fannie Mae was established as a mechanism to make mortgage more available to low income family

US government converted Fannie Mae into a private shareholder owned corporation.

Congress established the Freddie Mac as a private corporation to expand the secondary market for mortgages.

Both of the corporations came under pressure to expand mortgage loans to low and moderate income borrowers.

Anti-predatory lending rules were put into place that disallowed risky, high-cost loans from being credited.

These rules were dropped and high-risk loans were again counted toward affordable housing goals.

A steep rise in the rate of subprime mortgage defaults and foreclosures lead a number
of subprime mortgage lenders to fail,  hence the prices in the MBS market slipped.

Rising defaults on subprime mortgages trigger a global credit crunch.

US government seized control of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.

1938 1968 1970 1999 20042000 2006 Aug 2007 Sep 2008

Risk management control had once prevented a crisis, however failed to carry on because of 
the political pressure and weak regulatory framework.

The risk had been detected and prevented once because of reassessment of the housing market by HUD.

This “privatise the return and socialised risk” government supported enterprise model embedded excessive moral hazard.14 June 2010
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CS 7 Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac - Lessons Learned

1. Measuring and managing interest rate risk is probably the most important financial 
risk management issue facing Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 

2. Current GSEs model is clearly not working, reform is needed. 

3. Inadequate capital standards 

4. Remember that fundamental value always matters in the long run. 

5. Always focus on risk management. 

6. Increase transparency among regulated institutions  

7. Homogenize global accounting standards 

8. Homogenize global regulatory frameworks  

9. Political Influence and Weak Regulatory Oversight 

10. Clarify the roles and responsibilities of fiduciaries 

11. Government guarantee from implicit to explicit.  

12. Develop common sense compensation policies and practices    

14 June 2010

Commence 
acquisition 
strategy

Join consortium in 
bid for ABN AMRO

Write down 
€1.5bn of 
subprime CDO 
exposure

Major share 
issue to raise 
capital of 

Part 
nationalised by 

CS  8 Fortis Timeline

2006 2007 Oct 2008 Jun Sep

exposure €1.5bn
y

government

14 June 2010
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CS 8 Fortis - Lessons Learned

1. Acquisition-led growth stretched capital base and liquidity 

2. Large size relative to home market – systemically significant 

3 Acquisition insufficiently considered – rapid response to market situation but lack of thoughtful3. Acquisition insufficiently considered rapid response to market situation but lack of thoughtful
due diligence 

4. Price paid for ABN AMRO assets too high 

5. Integration challenge very large 

6. Exposure to US sub-prime too high 

7. Lack of understanding about how a drying up of liquidity would impact the organisation during
integration 

8 Shareholder irritation at not being kept informed of funding requirements8. Shareholder irritation at not being kept informed of funding requirements

14 June 2010

CS 9 LTCM         Summary Timeline 

External 
inspection 
of balance 
sheet 
shows 
assets of

Lost $550 
mn from 
equities.   
Counter 
parties 
concerned

Russia defaulted 
on its 
government 
debt. Investors 
sold Japanese & 
European bonds

Meriwether advised 
investors that the 
fund had lost $2.5 
bn or  52% of its 
value over 1998; 
$2 1 billion in

Mortgage‐back 
securities market 
fell ‐  returns 
from the fund 
were ‐6.42% and 
‐10.14% and 

FRBNY bailout 
$3,625 mn by 
creditors to 
avoid collapse 
in financial 

Mathematical models 
→ relative value or 
convergence arbitrage 
trades.  Trading 
strategies made 
returns > 40% in 

LTCM was hedge 
fund founded in 
1993 by John 
Meriwether. Its 
Board of 
Directors 

assets  of 
$125 bn, 
leverage. 
$1 trillion 
off balance 
sheet 
business 

concerned  
LTCM could 
meet future 
margin calls 
→ liquidate 
their repo 
collateral. 

European bonds 
to buy U.S. 
treasury bonds.   
LTCM lost $550 
mn 21 Aug and 
by 31 Aug  fund 
had lost $1.85 bn 
capital. leverage 
was  55:1. 

$2.1 billion in 
August; its capital 
base was just $2.3 
billion.   The fund 
required new 
investment of 
around $1.5 bn. No 
new investment 
was forthcoming. 

increasing 
leverage to 31. 
Exit of Salomon 
Brothers from 
the arbitrage 
business in July 
1998 also had an 
adverse effect. 

markets → 14 
banks got 90% 
share; LTCM 
partners had 
10% stake 
absorbed by 
their debts 

1995/96.   Leverage 
ratio was 25:1.   Off  
balance sheet position 
from swaps, options 
and derivatives.  Credit 
spreads narrower and 
convergence trades → 
less profitable.   

included Myron 
Scholes and 
Robert C. 
Merton, who 
shared the 1997 
Nobel Memorial 
Prize in Economic 
Sciences. 

1998 
20 Sep 

 2 
Sep 

1995   1996   1997 1993  17       21 
Aug    Aug 

 21 
Sep 

 23 
Sep 

14 June 2010
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CS 9 LTCM - Lessons Learned
1. An organisation is only as strong as its weakest link. 

2. Strategic thinking on business model could have prevented the disaster. 

3. VaR has proved to be unreliable as a measure of risk over long time periods or under abnormal
market conditions. The danger posed by exceptional market shocks can be captured only by
means of supplemental methodologies. 

4. The catastrophic losses were caused by systemic risks that LTCM had not foreseen in its
business model The failure of the hedge fund LTCM provides a classic example of model riskbusiness model.  The failure of the hedge fund LTCM provides a classic example of model risk
in the financial services industry.   

5. LTCM provides a reminder of the notion that there is no such thing as a risk-free arbitrage.
Because the arbitrage positions they were exploiting were small, the fund had to be leveraged
many times in order to produce meaningful investment returns.  The problem with liquidity is
that it is never there when it is really needed. 

6. As LTCM's capital base grew, they felt pressed to invest that capital and had run out of good
bond-arbitrage bets and led it to undertake more aggressive trading strategies.  

7. LTCM failed because both its trading models and its risk management models failed to
anticipate the cycle of losses during an extreme crisis when volatilities rose dramatically,
correlations between markets and instruments became closer to 1, and liquidity dried up. 

8. Risk control at LTCM relied on a VaR model.  However, LTCM’s risk modelling was
inappropriate and let it down.  

9. The theories of Merton and Scholes took a public beating. In its annual reports, Merrill Lynch
observed that mathematical risk models "may provide a greater sense of security than
warranted; therefore, reliance on these models should be limited." 

10. Effective management controls could have prevented the disaster. 

14 June 2010

Audit identifies 
weaknesses in 
currency 
trading 
processes

Currency traders 
discover “hole” in 
checking processes

APRA raise Traders begin to 

Audit identifies weaknesses in currency 
trading processes

Reporting error in audit system prevents 
issues being reported to Audit Committee 

No major concerns in external audit letter

VaR metric removed from 

CS 10 National Australia Bank Timeline

1999 2000 2001 2002 Mar Dec

p
concerns about 
limit breaches

CEO/Board uninformed about concerns raised by 
other bank about currency trades. 

g
conceal losses

APRA letter not shown to 
Board or Audit 
Committee

Limits being breached, reported 
and approved.

Apr AugSep Dec

management reports External audit letter does not 
raise major concerns

Management reporting incorrect

Draft audit letter shows no major concerns

Limit breaches reported to Risk Committee
Traders discover back office not checking 
Unusual transactions reported

Jan2003 Aug Sep Oct Nov

External audit letter shows a number 
of major concerns

Mar Dec Jan2004

APRA summarised for 
Board but severity 
reduced

APRA review 
finds limit 
breaches

No follow‐up on limit breaches at Risk Committee

Losses uncovered after 
employee raises concerns14 June 2010
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CS 10 National Australia Bank - Lessons Learned
1. Operational processes were insufficiently robust to prevent exploitation by knowledgeable staff

2. Culture was insufficiently focused on ethical behaviour 

3. The Board received erroneous risk management information which did not alert them to the
emerging issues 

4. The Audit Committee did not receive any information which directly alerted them to the
emerging issues in the trading area 

5 The challenge from the Audit Committee was not strong enough to uncover the control5. The challenge from the Audit Committee was not strong enough to uncover the control
weaknesses 

6. The Board Risk Committee was not informed of risk limit breaches and was told that
everything in the affected area was within VaR limits overall 

7. Warnings about risk limit breaches were not escalated to the CEO or the Board 

8. Audit points identified were not followed up on, failing to ensure that suitable control and
procedure changes were made 

9. Excessive focus on process, documentation and procedure manuals rather than understanding
the substance of issues and taking responsibility for resolving issues. 

10. Bad news was suppressed before reaching senior levels 

11. There was a lack of adequate supervision of staff taking risk on the bank’s behalfq p g

12. There was a culture of ignoring risk limit breaches 

13. Controls were poorly designed and insufficient to identify, investigate and explain suspicious
transactions 

14. Back-office procedures were insufficient to identify false transactions 

15. Focus too much on profit at the expense of adequate control – pervaded the culture 

14 June 2010

CS 11 Northern Rock Timeline

Northern Rock Building Society was formed as a result of the merger of two Building Societies. 

Northern Rock chose to demutualise and float on the stock exchange, to be able to expand their business more easily. 

Northern Rock became a significant player in the UK mortgage market, and mortgages became its main business focus .

Northern Rock had moved into sub-prime mortgage lending market.

Banks began to stop lending to each other due to fears over potential losses on high-risk US mortgages.

Northern Rock confirms that it has agreed emergency funding from the Bank of England.

The Government announces a period of public ownership after neither of the two 
private proposals delivered "sufficient value for money to the taxpayer".

1965 1997 2000 2006 14Sep 2007Jul 2007 17Feb 2008

Continuous business model analysis would have prevented the disaster. The bank should have realised the significant liquidity
risk in its business model and have taken actions to hedge it.

The bank had taken on excessive concentration risk, which should have been analyzed thoroughly in the risk management and control process.14 June 2010
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CS 11 Northern Rock - Lessons Learned

1. Strengthening the financial system through domestic and international actions  

2. Reducing the likelihood of banks failing 

3. Reducing the impact of failing banks3. Reducing the impact of failing banks

4. Effective compensation arrangements in which consumers have confidence 

5. Strengthening the Bank of England and improving coordination between authorities 

6. Clear communication strategy with the public, especially in the extreme situation 

7. The Bank should recognise that the spread between, say, 3-month Libor and the expected
policy rate over the three month period (as measured, for instance, by the spread of three-month
Libor over the 3-month Overnight Index Swap rate) can reflect liquidity risk premium as well
as default risk premium. It should aim, through repos at these longer maturities, to eliminate asas default risk premium. It should aim, through repos at these longer maturities, to eliminate as
much of the ‘term structure of liquidity risk premium as possible. This corrects a market failure. 

14 June 2010

CEO 
claims not 
to invest in 
Subprime RBS reports massive losses 
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CS 12 RBS - Lessons Learned

1. Corporate ethics policy based on best practice could have prevented the disaster. Reputational
damage travels swiftly and is difficult to salvage 

2. Effective board management and an efficient governance system could have prevented the
disaster. Sir Fred Goodwin held too much power and was able to with-hold critical information
on the holdings of sub-prime debt from the rest of the board. 

3. Understanding the risks that the company is exposed to is critical in controlling the risks.  RBS
became largely exposed to the mortgage market both through conventional mortgages and sub-
prime debt. 

4. RBS conducted one of the worst timed takeovers when it led a consortium in the purchase of
ABN AMBRO.  If RBS had an efficient ERM strategy which covered the entire organisation,
the risk of damaging the balance sheet in the purchase of ABN AMBRO could potentially have
been averted. 

14 June 2010

CS 13 Société Générale Summary Timeline 

Kerviel 
admits 
unautho
rised 
trading 
positions

Unwinding 
of the 
fraudulent 
position 
begins in 
particularly

Kerviel started 
to build non‐
authorised 
trading 
positions in 
200 /06 f

Abnormal 
counter party 
risk detected; 
counterparty is  
large bank but 
the confirmation

SocGen reported 
that Kerviel could 
not deliver a full 
account of his 
transactions.  The 
counter party did

The positions are 
identified and 
the total 
exposure 
calculated. The 
CEO informs the

Board of 
Directors 
convene at 
18:30 The 
Chairman 
reports a

Investigation 
panel reports 
75 alerts.  Risk 
control 
procedures 
flagged alerts positions 

but 
argued 
his 
supervis
ors 
turned a 
blind eye  

particularly 
unfavourab
le market 
conditions. 

2005/06 for 
small amounts 
and increased 
the size of  
positions 
taken after 
Feb 2007.   

the confirmation 
e‐mail is suspect. 
A team is 
immediately 
created to start 
investigating the 
situation.  

counter party did 
not recognise the 
transaction.  Kerviel 
acknowledged 
committing 
unauthorised acts.  
The investigation 
team started to 
trace his positions. 

CEO informs the 
Banque de 
France.  Audit 
Comm  examine 
estimated results 
for 2007 and 
write‐downs 
from US res 
mortgage assets 
i.e. CDOs in 
particular. 

reports a 
decision to 
close Kerviel’s 
position and 
to postpone 
communicatio
n until psitions 
are closed. 

flagged alerts 
but no action 
taken outside 
routine 
checks.   
Kerviel never 
subject to 
scrutiny. 
Hierarchy was 
alerted but  
didn't react." 

2005 - 2007 

20 
Jan    

2008 

18 Jan 
21 
Jan     

1 
Feb 

2009 
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CS 13 Société Generale - Lessons Learned
1. An organisation is only as strong as its weakest link. 

2. Reputational damage travels swiftly and is difficult to salvage. 

3. Strategic thinking on business model could have prevented the disaster. 

4. Basel Committee 1998 limits on concentration risks could have prevented the disaster. 

5. The transactions that were built on the fraud were simple, positions linked to rising stock
markets but they were not detected by the management controls reporting systemmarkets, but they were not detected by the management controls reporting system.

6. A prerequisite of effective risk management is that there should be a system of checks and
balances to prevent any individual, or group of individuals, from gaining excessive power to
take risks on behalf of an organisation. 

7. Corporate governance and ERM have a similar focuses on strategic direction, corporate
integration and motivation from the top management. Not only was poor risk management to
blame for the incident, but so too was ineffective corporate governance.  Companies with poor
corporate governance practices often have poor risk management skills, and vice versa. 

8. Operational risks are often interrelated with credit and market risks.  Therefore, an operational
risk failure during stressed market conditions can potentially be very costly.  In this case, the
confluence of events included ineffective corporate governance and management oversight.p g g g

9. Kerviel is not thought to have profited personally from the suspicious trades and claims that his
actions were also practiced by other traders in the company. Although he exceeded his credit
limits, he claimed that he was working to increase bank profits and that his employer was
happy with his previous year's performance. 

10. Effective management controls could have prevented the disaster. 

14 June 2010

  
Changes in UCIL 
business model i.e. 
backward integration, 
tries to sell plant, decides 
to move relocate 
processes whilst keeping 
plant operating. 

Indian 
Government -22% 
stake - & UCC  
establish UCIL 
Bhopal pesticide 
plant  

UCIL Safety and 
procedures are inferior to 
UCC standards and 
deteriorate further.   
Local Government 
doesn’t want to rock the 
boat.  

Risk Incident – Pressure rises 
in methyl isocyanate (MIC) 
storage tank and leak reported.  
Non functioning Vent Gas 
Scrubber (VGS) so unable to 
neutralise the toxic MIC leak.  
No Action is taken. 

CS 14 Union Carbide Timeline

1970 

The safety valve gave way

1984    1984  2nd Dec:    

                            23:00:00
Strategic thinking on the business 
model is input to ERM.  ERM should 
map the business model and the entire 
value chain as it changes and evolves. 

Corporate culture needs 
to encourage and 
promote adherence to 
risk management.  UCIL 
culture led to degraded 
safety procedures and 
equipment. 

Effective internal controls 
and risk incident 
reporting should have 
alerted management i.e. 
critical equipment and 
process failures, risk of 
an exothermic reaction.  

1984     3rd Dec:    

00:00:00

    

01:00:00

Faulty valve allows water to mix with 
MIC. Coolant from the MIC tank 
refridgeration unit had been used 
elsewhere.  The VGS was out of action.   

The safety valve gave way 
sending out a plume of MIC 
gas – exposing 521,000 and 
killing 3,800 people. No 
emergency procedures. No 
warning sirens.  Public 
services had no info on what 
the gas was or on its effects.

Rigorous ERM engenders 
transparency and disclosure to 
its stakeholders in order that 
they can make informed 
decisions and consider their 
own risk appetite 

14 June 2010
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CS 14 Union Carbide - Lessons Learned

1. An organisation is only as strong as its weakest link. 

2. Reputational damage travels swiftly and is difficult to salvage. 

3. Strategic thinking on business model could have prevented the disaster. 

4. Corporate ethics policy based on best practice could have prevented the disaster. 

5. The court proceedings revealed that management's cost cutting measures had effectively
disabled safety procedures essential to prevent or alert employees of such disasters. 

6. The severity and impact of the event were also made worse by the lack of safety standards and
effective containment measures at the factory in Bhopal.  The physical manifestations of these
failures included unreliable monitoring equipment, inoperative safety equipment, unsuitable
and inadequate gas suppression equipment and alarm systems which failed.   

7. Although Dow Chemical has since taken over Union Carbide and denies responsibility for this
disaster, the fact that it is much larger than what was once Union Carbide and its Union Carbide
India Ltd. subsidiary, ongoing litigation continues to haunt the parent company. 

8. Each operational business unit needs to recognise the likelihood and consequences of the risks
that they face.  A risk event at a small foreign subsidiary can bring down the entire enterprise -
risk management at all levels should recognise that the potential for catastrophes always exists
and that their impact can have both a large scale and a long-term impact.   

9. We can never predict risks of this major consequence, but an enterprise should accept that the
risk always remains of a catastrophic disaster.  The foundation of a risk management strategy
needs to be strong in its fundamentals, such as adherence to appropriate safety standards. 

10. Effective management controls could have prevented the disaster. 

14 June 2010

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
AIG Arthur 

Andersen 
LLP

Baring 
Brothers

Citigroup Equitable 
Life

Ericsson 
and Nokia

Fannie Mae, 
Freddie Mac

Fortis LTCM National 
Australia 

Bank

Northern 
Rock

Royal 
Bank of 
Scotland

Societé 
Generale

Union 
Carbide

1 Corporate culture 
analysis, monitoring 
and tracking 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 Corporate ERM 
governance policy and 
implementation

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

3 Corporate ethics policy 
and its implementation

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

4 CRO reports on ERM 
i l t ti

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Early Warning 
Indicators

implementation 
progress and issues

5 Strategic thinking on 
business model (value 
chain, process)

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

6 Reputational loss 
exposure watchlist 
(stakeholders, risks)

6 6 6 6 6 6 6

7 Investigation of 'stars' 
(e.g. business units, 
individuals)

7 7 7 7 7 7 7

8 Whistle blowing 
reports, analysis 
tracking

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

9 Internal audit reporting, 
training compliance

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
training, compliance 
culture

10 Risk incident reporting, 
training and culture

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

11 Management controls 
on all material risks

11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11

12 Business model 
systems and internal 
controls

12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

13 Supervisor's lead 
structure and regulatory 
framework

13 13

14 Clear risk appetite and 
limits

14 14
14 June 2010
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14 June 2010

Conclusions – ERM Framework Model

 6-stage iterative process model with feedback loops

 Corporate governance essential → lead from top 

 Internal systems and controls essential

 Internal and external sources of risk

 Upside & downside → risk & opportunity management

14 June 2010
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Conclusions – ERM process model that might have helped

 Effective corporate governance, systems & controls

Management awareness of business model &value chains

 Corporate culture assessment → regulatory review

 Scenario planning → stress testing extreme conditions

 Opportunity management of upside potential

14 June 2010

Conclusions – Timelines for Unexpected Events

 The future is largely unpredictable

 The future unfolds rapidly for adverse risk incidents 

 The historical perspective is often post-rationalised

 Timelines are rarely within the management’s controly g

 Timely service recovery requires agile management team

14 June 2010
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Conclusions – Emerging Risks from Unexpected Events

 The future is not what is used to be 

 Black swans and fallacy of inductive logic

 The trap of false enthusiasm

 Emerging risks pro-activity versus re-activityg g p y y

 Emerging risks with the benefit of hindsight

14 June 2010

Conclusions - Lessons Learned

 Lessons from internal risk incident reviews

 Lessons from historical reviews and post-mortems

 Lessons from management role play exercises

 Lessons from scenario planning → team decisionsp g

 Lessons from survival training → team decisions

14 June 2010
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Conclusions – Early Warning Indicators that might have helped

 Every early warning indicator should be actionable

 Real-time early warning indicator dashboards

 Solvency II ‘Use Test’ → in the driving seat

 Indicator dashboard as a tool for management actiong

 Less can be more …

14 June 2010

Conclusions – Corporate Governance that might have helped

 Early warning indicators for the governing body

 Pictures and storyboards → the ‘elevator’ test

 Solvency II ‘Use Test’ → can not be delegated

 Not just a ‘box ticking’ exercise

 No excuses for not understanding the business model

14 June 2010
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Questions or comments?

Expressions of individual views by 
members of The Actuarial Profession 
and its staff are encouraged.

The views expressed in this presentation 
are those of the presenter.

© 2010 The Actuarial Profession  www.actuaries.org.uk


